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I have always believed that gambling is an acceptable pass time and not contrary to spiritual practice or good moral conduct. 
However like anything, gambling should be approached with moderation. Never gamble what you can't afford to loose 
especially if you have people depending on you. Unsuccessful gambling behavior is caused by character flaws such as 
impatience, greed and ignorance. By improving your character you will avoid all the pitfalls of bad gambling. If you are 
interested in improving your character check out my free ebook: "Inner Medicine"

Is a Successful Roulette Strategy Possible?
The offline/real world game of roulette is <b>not</b> random, it is chaotic. Randomness means no order, no pattern. Chaotic 
means no perceived or recognised order or pattern. There is a big difference between these 2 states. The Casino has a 1 in 38 
advantage. The player must optimize every variable in order to overthrow this house advantage.

Utilising Muscle Memory
When the human body performs an action over and over again a "muscle memory" begins to form. This means that very close 
to the same level of forces are used again and again. The croupier who spins the wheel time after time develops a "signature" 
which, when recognized, can be used to help predict the rough sector of the wheel where the ball will land. Of course this 
signature force has to be calculated from where the ball last fell. If other factors such as interuptions etc occur on a spin, then 
one should not gamble on that spin, or one should bet low. If the spin is judged particularily "regular", then one bets higher. 

The player must first discover the signature by tracking the relationship between where the ball last was and where it then 
lands. It is not necessary to bet at this stage, or one bets low.

A powerful and difficult preparatary method is to memorise the sequence of numbers that form the roulette wheel. One should 
memorise them foward and backwards from any point on the wheel. Their sequence should be studied as much as possible. 
When this is done the player can more easily perceive and act apon the croupier signature. The player will look more natural 
and will be able to utilise far more of his mental resources for the calculation of how much to wager on each spin etc.

The Power of Subliminals
The theory is that the human croupier has far more unconscious control over where the ball lands than they consciously think 
possible. The player may comunicate with the croupiers unconscious subliminally-that is without the conscious knowledge of 
the croupier, to the advantage of the player. Firstly one should be generally likable to the croupier in order to establish at least 
a mild rapour. Basically this means being polite and respectful to the croupier. Secondly one should be be and appear to be 
relaxed and confident. By appearing like a winner you will make it seem and so become more natural and likely for you to 
win.Thirdly the players clothing may be used to relay a subliminal message to the croupier.  For example a small golden 
badge of a "winners cup"-hardly noticable-may link you to the idea of *winner* in the croupiers mind, subliminally helping 
things go in your favor. Similarily your clothing can conceal other messages such as "the ball lands on more red numbers" or 
more odd, higher, lower or particular numbers. The message can be very small, hidden in a pattern or even written in 
ultravoilet. Rest asured that the unconscious can pick up messages that the conscious mind cannot perceive. It is advised 
that you independently study the use of subliminals to give you greater confidence and skill in their usage.
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